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METEOROID IMPACTS ON MARS AND THE
SECONDARY PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT
By Donald H. Humes and T. Dale Bess
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
The degree to which the thin Martian atmosphere filters out meteoroids approaching
the Martian surface was calculated by using a model of the meteoroid environment, a
model of the Martian atmosphere, and equations of meteor physics. The secondary par-
ticle environment on the surface of Mars caused by the material ejected from meteoroid
craters was modeled. The model consists of the mass distribution and the speed distri-
bution of the secondary particles. Calculations were made of the penetration flux for
aluminum structures on the Martian surface. The penetration hazard on the Martian
surface was compared with the penetration hazard in space near Mars and on the lunar
surface.
INTRODUCTION
Although the Earth is cloaked with a heavy atmosphere which prevents impacts on
the surface from all but the most massive meteoroids, the Moon is unprotected and its
surface absorbs the energy of every meteoroid encounter. The material ejected from
the craters presents a potential penetration hazard to spacecraft on the surface. This
material also contributes to the formation of the lunar regolith. Meteoroid impacts on
the Moon have been studied by many investigators. Dohnanyi used the size distribution
of lunar craters to estimate the size distribution of meteoroids. (See ref. 1.) The flux
and speed of the ejecta material have been calculated by Gault, Shoemaker, and Moore
(ref. 2) and Zook (ref. 3). The depth of the lunar regolith at Tranquility Base was esti-
mated by Shoemaker, Hait, Swann, Schleicher, Dahlem, Schaber, and Sutton (ref. 4) by
using the distribution of crater size; the sizes of the craters range around a few meters
in diameter.
Mars differs from the Moon in at least two respects that affect meteoroid impacts
on the surface. Mars is nearer to the asteroid belt and should encounter more aster-
oidal meteoroids, and Mars has a thin atmosphere which should provide some protection
for the surface. It is not obvious whether meteoroids have more of an effect on the
Martian surface or on the lunar surface.
The purposes of this paper are (1) to determine the degree to which the Martian
atmosphere protects the surface by filtering out meteoroids, (2) to estimate the flux and
speed of secondary particles which are ejected from meteoroid craters on Mars, and
(3) to compare the penetration hazard to a spacecraft on the Martian surface with the
penetration hazard on the lunar surface and with the hazard in space near Mars.
No attempt is made to estimate the size distribution of craters on the Martian sur-
face because Martian winds could quickly alter the surface features. Also no attempt
was made to estimate the size distribution of the particles in the regolith because (1) the
experimental data on the ejecta from craters in reference 2 were not well defined for
small particles, less than 10 jum, because of the difficulty in capturing these small par-
ticles and (2) strong Winds on Mars could cause erosion of the larger particles and have
a large effect on the size distribution.
SYMBOLS
A meteoroid shape factor (1.21)
a mass-dependent variable in probability density function for speed of
secondary particles, s/m
Cj constant, 6.92 x 1011 kg-K^/m^s
C2 heat capacity of meteoroid, 1 x 10^ J/kg-K
C3 constant, 5.78 x 104 K
E kinetic energy of meteoroid, J
f(V, 8) residual mass function for meteoroids entering atmosphere with initial
:
 speed V and initial zenith angle d
G(Vej fraction of total mass of ejecta from a single impact that has speed Ve
or greater
g(V)' meteoroid speed probability density function
H altitude of meteoroid above Martian surface; m
h(0) meteoroid impact angle probability density function
k^ constant, 10"^-^ s^/m^
L mean free path for atmospheric molecules, m
Q. plate thickness, m
Me total mass of all particles ejected from a meteoroid crater, kg
m mass of meteoroid, kg
m^j mass of largest ejecta particle from a single crater, kg
me mass of ejecta particle, kg
nij mass of meteoroid outer shell which is heated to temperature T, kg
m' cumulative mass of ejecta particles that have mass me or smaller, due to
a single meteoroid impact, kg
in cumulative mass of ejecta particles that have speed Vg or greater, due to
a single meteoroid impact, kg
N\r i -V o number of ejecta particles with speeds in the range V j to V ^
ejected from a single crater
p(#,V) penetration equation for a structure in terms of minimum mass required to
penetrate the structure
Q heat of ablation of meteoroid, 1.36 x 106 J/kg
R radius of meteoroid, m
T absolute temperature of heated part of meteoroid, K
t ~ - time, s
V speed of meteoroid, m/s
Ve speed of ejecta particle, m/s
V !,V o particular speeds of ejecta particles, m/s
e A e*£
/L\°'15F drag coefficient, 1.068 — \ (where 0.5 ^ T i 1)\R/
6 meteoroid mass density, kg/m^
e emissivity of meteoroid, 0.7
8 impact or entry angle of meteoroid measured from the normal to structure
surface or atmosphere, rad
A heat-transfer coefficient, ,/1.6 — (where 0.1 ^ A g 1)
p atmospheric density, kg/m^
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 x 10'8 WK4/m2
0 cumulative mass-flux of meteoroids, m~2g~l
0 cumulative mass-flux of asteroidal meteoroids, m'^s"^-
cl
0 cumulative mass-flux of cometary meteoroids, m~2s~l
0 cumulative energy flux of meteoroids, m~^s~^
0 cumulative mass-flux of secondary particles, m~2s~l
Vpl + Vp20V v flux of ejecta particles with speed —— — and corresponding
2 ~' e mass mg which are ejected from all craters formed by meteor-
oids of a particular kinetic energy E, m~2s~l
fy penetration flux for a structure, m~2s~l
APPROACH
The approach taken to determine the degree to which the thin Martian atmosphere
protects the surface from meteoroid impact was first to determine the flux of meteoroids
on the upper atmosphere of Mars by using the model of the interplanetary meteoroid
environment in reference 5, and then to determine the flux of meteoroids on the Martian
surface by calculating the losses caused by encountering the Martian atmosphere from
the equations of meteor physics and a model of the Martian atmosphere.
The mass and speed distributions of particles that are ejected from a crater was
calculated by using the data on crater ejecta presented in references 2 and 3. In these
references the authors were concerned with the secondary particle environment on the
moon. The moon has no atmosphere to alter the particles after they are ejected from
the craters. Mars has a thin atmosphere which absorbs some of the kinetic energy of
the ejecta particles before they return to the surface where secondary impacts can occur.
The final mass and speed of the ejecta particles were determined by applying equations
of meteor physics to the ejecta particles. The final mass and speed distributions define
the secondary particle environment on Mars. A distinction is made between ejecta par-
ticles and secondary particles in this paper. Ejecta particles are particles that are
ejected from a crater. Secondary particles are ejecta particles which impact on the sur-
face. Not all ejecta particles become secondary particles, some escape the planet and
some are completely ablated in the atmosphere. The particles that do impact the surface
have less kinetic energy than when they were ejected from the crater. In order to com-
pare the hazard that secondary particles present to a spacecraft with the hazard of mete-
oroids in space, the penetration fluxes for single-wall and double-wall aluminum struc-
tures were calculated for both environments.
METEOROID IMPACTS ON THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE OF MARS
Meteoroids are classified as either cometary or asteroidal depending on their origin.
Meteoroids of cometary origin are assumed to have a representative density of 500 kg/m^
whereas meteoroids of asteroidal origin are assumed to have a density of 3500 kg/m^
(ref. 5). From reference 5, the flux of cometary meteoroids on the Martian atmosphere
was calculated to be
log1Q 0C = -18.536 - 1.213 log1Qm (m > 10"9 kg) (1)
Iog10 <£c = -20.185 - 1.962 log1Q m - 0.063(log1Q m)2 (10'15 kg s m s 10'9 kg) (2)
log1Q <bc = -4.930 (m < KT15 kg) (3)
where <pc is the flux in number/m2s of meteoroids of mass m and greater
expressed in kilograms. The flux of asteroidal meteoroids was calculated to be
log1Q 0a = -17.10 - 0.84 log1Q m (m ^ 10'12 kg) (4)
Iog10 0a = -7.02 (m < 10-12 kg) (5)
where 0a is the flux in number/m2s.
The speed distribution for the meteoroids is not given in reference 5; therefore,
the speed distributions given in table I were assumed for cometary and asteroidal meteo-
roids at Mars. The speed distribution for cometary meteoroids is based on the speed
distribution of near-earth meteoroids given in reference 6, the range of speeds being
adjusted so that the lower limit was equal to the escape velocity of Mars and the upper
limit was equal to the collision velocity which Mars would have with a cometary particle
in a retrograde parabolic orbit. The speed distribution for asteroidal meteoroids was
determined from calculations of the impact speeds with which the large visible asteroids
would strike Mars if their orbits were in the orbital plane of Mars and if their positions
in orbit were altered so that an encounter would occur. It was assumed that the speed
distribution and mass distribution of meteoroids are independent. It was also assumed
that the angle at which the meteoroids enter the Martian atmosphere is random.
METEOROID IMPACTS ON THE SURFACE OF MARS
The meteoroids which strike the surface of Mars have lost some kinetic energy
while passing through the Martian atmosphere. The effect that the Martian atmosphere
has on meteoroids was calculated by using the following equations of meteor physics and
the model of the Martian atmosphere shown in figure 1.
dm -4AC1m2/3T-1/2 -C3/T
HE! = i e 6/ (6)
dt
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These four basic equations of meteor physics describe the motion and ablation of
a nonfragmenting meteoroid penetrating an atmosphere at some zenith angle 6. With
the exception of equation (8), the equations as shown can be found in reference 7.
Equation (8) represents the energy balance of the system; the total energy received
by the meteoroid from collisions with atmospheric molecules is expended on heating the
body, on radiation from the body, and on evaporation of the body. This equation can be
used to calculate the change in absolute temperature of the meteoroid surface with time
which, in turn, is used in equation (6) to determine the ablation rate of the meteoroid.
Equation (8) as it appears in reference 7 is good for small meteoroids (<0.005 m
in radius) which are assumed to heat uniformly. For meteoroids greater than 0.005 m
in radius, equation (8) as it appears in this paper has an additional parameter mj
which represents the mass of the meteoroid material outer shell heated to a uniform
temperature. The thickness of the meteoroid outer shell is 0.005 m and remains con-
stant as the meteoroid surface recedes because of ablation.
Some of the parameters appearing in equations (6) to (9) need more definition than
that provided in the section "Symbols." The dimensionless meteoroid shape factor A
is defined so that A(m/6) ' is equal to the effective cross-sectional area of the
meteoroid. For a spherical body, A is 1.21. The heat of ablation Q used in this
paper is 1.36 x 10^ J/kg. This value is the heat of ablation obtained by fusion and
spraying of the meteoroid. If a higher heat of ablation had been chosen (that is, heat of
ablation by vaporization on the spot), the ablation rate of the meteoroid would be lower.
It is felt that taking this smaller value will help to compensate for fragmentation of the
meteoroid. The drag coefficient T varies between 0.5 in continuum flow to 1.0 in free
molecular flow. Between these limits the drag coefficient is given by a power law.
(See "Symbols.") The heat-transfer coefficient A is a measure of the efficiency of the
collision process in converting kinetic energy to heat (ref. 8), and is forced to lie between
0.1 in free continuum flow to 1.0 in free molecular flow.
The four meteor physics equations (eqs. (6) to (9)) were used in a numerical anal-
ysis to determine whether the residual kinetic energy of meteoroids striking the surface
of Mars exceeded various levels. Calculations were begun at an initial altitude of
9 x 10^ m, with an initial temperature of 280 K, an initial mass, an initial speed, and
an entry angle. The entry angle remained constant because the force of gravity was
neglected as was the curvature of the planet surface. The changes in meteoroid mass,
speed, temperature, and altitude were calculated for a small time interval, 10"^ s
for cometary meteoroids and 10~3 s for asteroidal meteoroids, and the calculation
repeated until the kinetic energy dropped below the level being tested or until the meteo-
roid struck the surface. The small time intervals were required because heating and
deceleration rates were often very high; as a result, the analysis became unstable when
greater time intervals were used. Many initial conditions of meteoroid mass, speed,
and entry angle were tested and the initial conditions which resulted in various levels of
residual kinetic energy are shown in figures 2 and 3. A meteoroid with initial mass and
speed corresponding to a point above a particular curve will have a residual kinetic
energy in excess of the value indicated for that curve. The curves in figure 2 are for
cometary meteoroids; those in figure 2(a), with a normal entry angle and those in fig-
ure 2(b), with an entry angle 1.05 rad from the normal. Figure 3 is for asteroidal
meteoroids; figure 3(a) presents the curves for those with a normal entry angle and
figure 3(b), those with an entry angle 1.05 rad from the normal. When the entry angle
is off the normal, greater initial masses are required to have the same residual kinetic
energy. The only differences in the analyses for cometary and asteroidal meteoroids
were the density of the meteoroid and the time interval used. A shorter time interval
was required for cometary meteoroids in order to keep the analysis stable.
The flux of meteoroids on the Martian surface with kinetic energy in excess of a
particular level was calculated by a numerical solution to the equation
/•>«> p°°
dVJV=0 Jm=m f (V, 9)
where 90/3m is the differential mass-flux distribution function, g(V) is the meteo-
roid speed probability density function, h(0) is the meteoroid impact angle probability
density function, and m = f(V, 9) is the equation for the initial conditions required to
obtain the particular residual kinetic energy level being considered, that is, the equation
for a curve like those in figures 2 and 3 except in three dimensions (mass, speed, and
entry angle). The calculations were made for many kinetic-energy levels and generated
the curves for meteoroid flux on the surface of Mars as a function of kinetic energy which
are shown in figure 4. The two solid lines are the flux of cometary and asteroidal
meteoroids on the surface of Mars. The two dashed lines are the flux of cometary and
asteroidal meteoroids on the upper atmosphere of Mars. It can be seen that the Martian
atmosphere is an effective shield against meteoroids. The total meteoroid flux on the
surface of Mars is 10 orders of magnitude less than the flux on the upper atmosphere.
The Martian atmosphere has a significant effect on cometary meteoroids with kinetic
8
energies less than 10^5 j
 ancj asteroidal meteoroids with kinetic energies less than
10^ J. Notice that the flux of cometary meteoroids is greater than the flux of aster-
oidal meteoroids on the upper atmosphere for kinetic energies less than 10^ J, but notice
that on the surface, the flux of asteroidal meteoroids is more than an order of magnitude
greater than cometary meteoroids at any kinetic energy.
It can be seen in figure 4 that the total penetration flux through the Martian atmo-
sphere, that is, the total flux on the Martian surface, is 1.34 x 10"^ penetrations/m2s.
Calculation of the penetration flux for aluminum plates by the method described in a sub-
sequent section on the penetration hazard showed that a 0.067-m-thick aluminum shell
surrounding Mars would have the same penetration flux. The Martian atmosphere has a
mass per unit area equivalent to a 0.038-m-thick aluminum shell. Therefore, on a
mass basis, the Martian atmosphere is 76 percent more efficient than an aluminum shell
in reducing the meteoroid penetration flux.
PARTICLES EJECTED FROM CRATERS ON MARS
Data on the mass and speed distribution of particles ejected from hypervelocity
impact craters in basalt were presented in reference 2. These data along with a few
assumptions were the basis for the equations presented in reference 3 to describe the
mass and speed of ejecta particles. The equations used in this paper are the same as
those used in reference 3 and these equations are described in the following paragraph.
The total mass of material ejected from a crater Me is
i (10)
where kj = 10~4-9 s2/m2, V is the impact speed in m/s, and m is the mass of the
meteoroid in kilograms. Note that the total mass ejected depends on the kinetic energy
of the impacting meteoroid. It was because of this relationship that the flux of meteo-
roids on the surface was calculated in terms of kinetic energy in the preceding section.
The largest particle ejected from a crater m^ is
mb= 0.2Me









The function Gfv e) is plotted in figure 5. One of the assumptions made in reference 3
is that the ejecta are distributed so that the smaller the ejecta particle, the faster it
travels. From this assumption it follows that
m' = in
The angle at which the ejecta are thrown out of a crater was measured in reference 2 and
was found to be a single-valued function of the ejecta speed. (See fig. 6.)
The value of the maximum speed of the ejecta and hence the value of the corre-
sponding minimum mass ejected is not defined by the curve in figure 5. For the purposes
of this paper, the maximum speed of the ejecta particles was assumed to be 20 000 m/s.
This arbitrary choice of the maximum ejecta speed does not affect the results obtained
in this paper because the calculations in the following section showed that all ejecta
particles with speeds greater than 20 000 m/s were ablated to masses less than 10~9 kg,
the lower limit of particle masses considered in this paper. As a point of interest, these
calculations show that very small ejecta particles would not significantly affect the pene-
tration hazard even in the absence of an atmosphere because the kinetic energy and
momentum of ejecta particles decreases as the mass decreases even though the speed
increases.
All the ejecta particles with speed in the small interval V -, to V o> character -
Vel+ Ve2ized by the speed , which are ejected from a single crater formed by a
£t
meteoroid of kinetic energy E, have masses which can be characterized by the mass
5
' e2 l
Vel+ Ve2The flux of ejecta particles with speed —-—-—— and the corresponding mass me
which are ejected from all craters formed by meteoroids whose kinetic energy can be
characterized as E is
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where Nv v is the number of ejecta particles with speed in the range Vej to
el Ve2
Ve2 which are ejected from a single crater, and 0^, is the flux on the surface of








Equation (11) was used to calculate the flux of ejecta particles in small speed intervals
from meteoroids having kinetic energies ranging from the minimum energy meteoroid
which strikes the Martian surface (10 j) to the maximum energy meteoroid that would
have struck Mars since the formation of the solar system 1.45 X ICr^ s (4.6 billion
years) ago. The maximum energy meteoroid was estimated from figure 4 by using the
known area-time product of the Martian surface to be approximately 1Q25 J. This value
gives an average ejecta flux over 1.45 x IQl? s which is greater than the average flux
over a smaller time period because the contribution of rare high-energy meteoroids is
included.
The flux of ejecta particles on Mars is presented in figure 7 in the form of the
cumulative flux of particles of a given mass and greater. The mass distribution and
speed distribution of the ejecta particles were not independent. The speed distributions
of the ejecta particles for several mass ranges are presented in table II.
The equations describing ejecta particles are based on hypervelocity impact data
using basalt targets. Therefore, it has been necessary to assume that the material on
the surface of Mars behaves like basalt. Actually, much of Mars must be covered with
a dust layer which is porous. It has been suggested in reference 3 that other hypervelocity
impact data on porous surfaces, which unfortunately were not adequate to make a com-
plete analysis, showed that the assumption that the surface behaves like basalt would
cause the hazard of penetration from ejecta to be overestimated and therefore to be
conservative.
Thus, in two respects, the consideration of rare high-energy meteoroids and the
assumption that the surface of Mars behaves like solid basalt, this analysis is
conservative.
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SECONDARY PARTICLE IMPACT ON SURFACE OF MARS
The ejecta particles thrown out of meteoroid impact craters on Mars must pass
through the Martian atmosphere before they can strike a spacecraft on the surface or
strike the surface of Mars. The ejecta particles may be completely ablated in the atmo-
sphere, may pass through the atmosphere and escape the planet, or may fall back and
impact the surface. The particles, which fall back to the surface and present a potential
hazard to spacecraft operating on the surface, will lose some kinetic energy while passing
through the atmosphere.
The residual mass and speed of the ejecta particles, which are the mass and speed
of the secondary particles, were determined by applying the equations of meteor physics
(eqs. (6) to (9)) to the ejecta particles. The meteor physics equations were altered for
this application to include the effect of gravity and the curvature of the planet surface.
In this application the "meteor" particle starts at the surface with an initial speed and an
initial angle depending on that speed (see fig. 6) and travels upward until it is completely
ablated, escapes, or returns to the surface as a secondary particle.
The mass-flux of secondary particles is presented in figure 8. The flux can be
approximated by the empirical equation
log1Q <ps = -13.999 - 0.790 log1Q m - 0.00502(log10 m)2 (12)
where 0S is the flux of secondary particles in number/m2s with mass m or
greater in kilograms. This equation is in agreement with the calculated values of the
flux within an accuracy of 39 percent, the agreement being more accurate for most
masses. The mass-flux of meteoroids on the upper atmosphere of Mars is also shown
in figure 8 for comparison. The flux of meteoroids is predominantly of asteroidal origin
for masses greater than 10~4 kg. The flux of secondary particles on the surface of Mars
is greater than the flux of meteoroids on the Martian atmosphere by approximately three
orders of magnitude for masses greater than 10~3 kg. The flux of secondary particles
with masses greater than 10~9 kg (fig. 8), is essentially the same as the flux of ejecta
particles (fig. 7).
The speed distribution of the secondary particles is presented in table III for sev-
eral mass ranges because the mass distribution and speed distribution are dependent.
The secondary particle speed probability density function can be approximated by the
gamma density function
g(V) = V2e-aV (13)
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where a = 0.0175 - 0.0059 log1Q m + 0.00074(log10 m) , V is the secondary particle
speed in m/s, and m is the particle mass in kilograms. The agreement between the
calculated probability density functions for speed, like those in table III, and the equation
used to approximate them (eq. (13)) is shown in figure 9. The constants in the equation
were chosen so that the penetration flux calculated in the next section by using the equa-
tion would agree with calculations in which the calculated speed distributions, that is,
the histograms in figure 9, were used. The agreement is within 79 percent for thick-
nesses between 2 x 10~4 m and 10~2 m, whereas the penetration flux is overestimated
for thinner material when the equation is used, being a factor of 3 too great at a thick-
ness of 10~5 m. The speed of the secondary particles is significantly less than the speed
of the ejecta particles and thus shows that the effect of the Martian atmosphere on ejecta
particles larger than 10~9 kg was primarily a reduction in speed and little reduction
in mass. The speed of the secondary particles is much lower than the speed of
meteor oids.
The analysis showed that very few particles are able to escape the planet. Only
ejecta particles with masses greater than 1 kg and with speed in the 6000 to 7000 m/s
range at an angle of 0.73 to 0.77 rad from the normal were able to escape. These par-
ticles escape with more than 75 percent of their initial mass.
SECONDARY PARTICLE PENETRATION HAZARD ON MARS
The penetration hazards to aluminum structures, single wall and double wall, from
secondary particles were calculated and compared with the penetration hazard from
meteoroids to structures outside of the Martian atmosphere. For a spacecraft resting
on the Martian surface, the penetration hazard from meteoroids is negligible compared
with the penetration hazard from secondary particles. See the section "Comparison of
Penetration Hazard on the Martian Surface and Lunar Surface."
The penetration flux for aluminum was calculated by using the equation,
pm
d0 dV g(V)h(0)dm (14)
p J JV=0
where a$/9m is the differential mass -flux distribution function, g(V) is the meteoroid
speed probability density function, h(0) is the meteoroid impact angle probability density
function, and m = p(0,V) is the penetration equation for the structure. Equation (14) is
developed in reference 9.
The empirical penetration equation used for single aluminum walls when the normal
component of the impact velocity was greater than 167 m/s is
13
m _ 4.33 x 1010e2-84
(VCOS0) 2 ' 4 8 5
where m is the minimum mass meteoroid in kilograms which will penetrate an alumi-
num plate of thickness £ in meters, when the impact speed is V in meters per second,
and the impact angle is 8, measured from the normal. This equation is the Fish and
Summers penetration equation from reference 6 altered to include the effect of impact
angle.
The Fish and Summers equation is based on hypervelocity impact tests. It was not
intended to be used for the low-speed impacts which are typical for most of the secondary
particles. The penetration equation used for single- and double-wall aluminum structures
when the normal component of the impact velocity was less than 167 m/s is
1.29 x ID22!?2'84m =
(V cos 0)7'66
where again m is in kilograms, i is in meters, and V is in meters per second.
This equation was based on impact tests in which single- and double-wall aluminum tar-
gets were struck with spherical aluminum projectiles at speeds from 90 to 1600 m/s at
.normal impact angles. The data from the tests are shown in figure 10. The data points
show joint conditions of mass and speed which will create a threshold penetration. The
Fish and Summers equation is in good agreement with the data at impact speeds greater
than 167 m/s. However, the data at speeds less than 167 m/s showed that a different
equation was needed in the low speed range. Notice that at all speeds less than 1600 m/s,
single- and double-wall structures have the same penetration resistance. At these low
speeds the projectiles are not fragmented by the bumper so that no bumper effect occurs
and penetration depends only on the total thickness of the structure, which was the same
for all the structures shown in figure 10.
The penetration flux for single-wall aluminum structures outside the Martian atmo-
sphere is the sum of the cometary penetration flux and asteroidal penetration flux and
was calculated by using the mass distribution of these meteoroids given by equations (1)
to (5) and the speed distributions given in table I. The penetration fluxes for single-
and double-wall structures from secondary particles were calculated by using the mass
distribution given by equation (12) and the speed distribution by equation (13). In all
cases the impact angles were assumed to be random.
The results of these calculations are presented in figure 11 where the ratio of the
penetration flux from secondary particles for a spacecraft on the surface to the penetra-
tion flux from meteoroids for a spacecraft outside the atmosphere is shown as a function
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of the thickness of the structure. The penetration flux from secondary particles is
essentially the total penetration flux for a structure on the surface of Mars because the
penetration flux from meteoroids is negligible on the surface of Mars. For double-wall
structures, the thickness is the actual thickness of the two aluminum sheets. The effi-
ciency factor of a double-wall structure is the ratio of the single-wall thickness which
has the same penetration flux as the double wall to the actual thickness of the double
wall. A double-wall structure may have a high efficiency factor in an environment of
high-speed meteoroids because the outer wall or bumper shatters the meteoroid and the
fragments are dispersed over a large area of the second wall; this dispersion causes a
large number of small craters instead of a single deep crater which could completely
penetrate the second wall. The data in figure 10 show that when the impact speed is too
low to shatter the particle, a double wall behaves like a single wall of the same thickness,
that is, the efficiency factor is 1. Therefore, a double-wall structure which has a high
efficiency factor against meteoroids will have an efficiency factor of 1 against secondary
particles. It can be seen in figure 11 that the penetration flux for a single aluminum
wall in the 10-5 to 10~2 m thickness range is much less for a spacecraft on the surface
of Mars than it would be for a spacecraft in space near Mars. However, a double-wall
structure with an efficiency factor of 10 would have a greater penetration flux on the sur-
face of Mars than in space near Mars if the wall thickness exceeded 7 x 10"^ m.
COMPARISON OF PENETRATION HAZARD ON THE
MARTIAN SURFACE AND LUNAR SURFACE
The penetration flux for single aluminum plates, 10"5 to 10'^ m thick, was calcu-
lated in the space near the Moon and on the lunar surface. The interplanetary meteoroid
environment model (ref. 5) was used to determine the flux of meteoroids on the lunar
atmosphere. (See fig. 12.) The meteoroid flux on the lunar surface was assumed to be
equal to the flux on the atmosphere because the lunar atmosphere is extremely thin and
should have a negligible effect on the meteoroids. The flux of secondary particles on the
Moon was calculated in the same manner as the flux of secondary particles on Mars
except that no ablation or deceleration of ejecta particle was considered on the Moon.
The penetration flux for aluminum plates from meteoroids and secondary particles is
presented in figure 13 for Mars and the Moon.
The penetration flux for 10~5- to 10~2-m-thick aluminum plates in space near the
Moon is slightly greater than the penetration flux in space near Mars (fig. 13) because
the flux of meteoroids with kinetic energies necessary to penetrate these plates, 10~^
to 10^ J, is slightly greater near the Moon than near Mars (fig. 12).
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The penetration flux from meteoroids is much greater on the lunar surface than on
the Martian surface (fig. 13) because the flux of meteoroids with kinetic energies in the
10"? to 1()4 j range is greatly reduced by the Martian atmosphere (fig. 12).
The penetration flux from secondary particles is greater on the lunar surface than
on the Martian surface except for thicknesses near 10~2 m. (See fig. 13.) For thick-
nesses greater than 10 "2 m, the penetration flux from secondary particles is greater on
Mars than on the Moon. Most of the secondary particles which can penetrate 10~5- to
10~2-m-thick aluminum plates are produced by meteoroids which impact with kinetic
energies greater than 10^ J. The flux of meteoroids with kinetic energies in excess of
10^ J is slightly greater on Mars than on the Moon (fig. 12), however, the Martian atmo-
sphere greatly decelerates the small secondary particles produced and causes the pene-
tration flux from secondary particles to be greater on the Moon for thin plates. The
secondary particles capable of penetrating a 10~2-m aluminum plate are large and
affected only slightly by the Martian atmosphere; therefore, the penetration flux for
thick plates is greater on Mars than on the Moon.
The total penetration flux for aluminum plates on the surface of the Moon and Mars
is shown in figure 14. The total penetration flux is the sum of the meteoroid and sec-
ondary particle penetration fluxes. In the case of Mars, the meteoroid flux on the surface
is negligible compared with the secondary particle flux, whereas on the Moon, just the
opposite is true. The penetration hazard on the surface of the Moon is essentially the
same as that in space near the Moon, whereas the penetration hazard on the surface of
Mars is much less than the hazard in space near Mars. The total penetration flux on the
surface of Mars is much lower than that on the surface of the Moon.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Martian atmosphere is an effective shield against meteoroids, and reduces the
total flux on the surface by 10 orders of magnitude. The Martian atmosphere also
appreciably decelerates the particles ejected from meteoroid craters.
The flux of secondary particles on Mars can be approximated by the equation
log1Q 0g = -13.999 - 0.790 log1Q m - 0.00502 (log1Q m)2
where 00 is the flux of particles in number/m2s with mass m or greater ins
grams and the speed distribution can be approximated by the equation
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where
a = 0.0175 - 0.0059 Iog10 m + 0.00074(log10 m)2
g(V) is the particle speed probability density function, V is the speed in m/s, and m
is the mass in kilograms. The assumptions made in developing this model of the secon-
dary particle environment on Mars were conservative; that is, they tended to cause the
hazard to be overestimated. However, there are uncertainties in the meteoroid environ-
ment model and it is therefore not certain that this model is an upper limit for the secon-
dary particle environment.
For a spacecraft on the surface of Mars, the penetration hazard from meteoroids
is negligible compared with the penetration hazard from secondary particles. The pene-
tration flux for single-wall aluminum structures, 10"5 to 10~2 m thick, on the surface of
Mars due to secondary particles is small compared with the penetration flux the struc-
ture was subjected to while it was outside the Martian atmosphere. However, the pene-
tration flux for double-wall structures on the surface may be greater, because of secon-
dary particles, than the structure was subjected to while outside the Martian atmosphere,
because the secondary particle speeds are low and bumpers are ineffective at low speeds.
The penetration hazard from meteoroids and secondary particles is much lower
on the surface of Mars than it is on the surface of the Moon.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., August 9, 1972.
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46 080 to 48 500
48 500 to 50 920
50 920 to 53 330
53 330 to 55 750
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TABLE m.- SPEED DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY
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Figure 5.- Fraction of mass ejected in excess of a given speed
for fragments thrown out of craters formed in basalt by
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Figure 6.- Variation of ejection speed with ejection angle for fragments
thrown out of craters formed in basalt by hypervelocity impact. (From
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Figure 9.- Speed distribution of secondary particles, a comparison of
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0 2.4mm single wall
O 1.2mm bumper, 1.2mm main wall
A 0.8mm bumper, 1.6mm main wall
D 0.4mm bumper, 2.0mm main wall
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Figure 10.- Penetration resistance of aluminum structures to
spherical aluminum projectiles. The impact angle was normal






























Actual structure thickness, m
Figure 11.- Comparison of penetration flux from secondary particles
and meteoroids through single-wall and double-wall aluminum struc-
tures. Secondary penetration flux is for structure on surface of Mars
whereas meteoroid penetration Jlux is for structure outside of Martian
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Figure 12.- Meteoroid flux on upper atmosphere and on surfaces



















































Meteoroids on l\inar surface
Meteoroids near Mars
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Meteoroids on Martian surface
Log..Q thickness, m
Figure 13.- Penetration flux for single aluminum plates in
space near Mars, in space near the moon, on the surface
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Figure 14.- Total penetration flux for single aluminum plates
on the surface of Mars and the surface of the Moon. Total
penetration flux includes penetration flux from meteoroids
and from secondary particles.
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